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A fonaule for the rath of propagation of isotaohs on a oonatant preeeure 
•urfaoo ie derived and a ooaputationai routine, developed during a period of 
experimental foreoaata it deecribed.    Tho verification of tha 2*~hour fore- 
oaata aa.de to data la described. 

• • * 

The wind pi.ttern in tha high troposphere fluotuetea strongly froa day to 
day* Centera of high and low wind apeed aitoated along tha axoa of Jet atreaaa 
at 300 ttb or 200 nb propagate downstraaa and In aoaat weeaura wa oan set down 
their behavior in aodel forra (8). But tho propagation in aany aituationa la 
ao •rratio that aiapla extrapolation aeldoa haa proved eatisfaotory for 24 hours. 
It would ba of practical value to develop eos$utatione that permit an objective 
oonstruotion of Jet atraaa prognoaea* 

Tha probloa falls in two partat 

(b) 
Prognoaia of tha field of wind directions 
Proguoeie of the field of wind apeed* 

?. Defant (2) haa deaeribed a generally suooaaaful technique to predict 
the field of wind direction. Here we shall only take up the prognoaia of 
wind apeed* It ia our plan to find klaematleel expreaaiona for the rate of 
propagation of iaotaoha (linea of equal wind apeed) and points or lines of 
maximum or minimum apeed* Then we shall aee how these expreaaiona oar beat 
be evaluated on aynoptio charts, and what reaulta hare been obtained with 
prognoses made during a preliminary trial period* 

•"•Participated under oontraota between the Offioe of Naval Reaearsh, 
the Bureau of Aeronautioa and the University of Chicago* 
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Participated while on detaohed servioe aa a student at the University 
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M»thodt The general kinematic expression for the rate of propagation 
(oi) of an isotaoh (of* also Fetteret en (7)) can be written 

- •&/%*, (i) 

where the s~axis points along the streaallr.ee. Sinoa the direction of this 
axis is not oonetant in tine or staoe, its changes must be taken into account 
in applying equation (l). This oar. be done with the "trajeotory method" 
desoribed by Petterseen (7). 

The main problem is the evaluation of the rate of local change. We oan 
solve it by making nee of the equation of motion along the streamlines in a 
oonetant pressure surface. 

#--tfc]p. (2) 

Here v is the wird speed, g the aooeleration of gravity, h the height of a 
given ieobario surface and d/dt the substantial time operator* By definition 

& = £ + v-&- 
Introduoitg this relation and equation (l) in equation (2), we obtain 

(v^)#--rth 
and solving for the rate of propagation. 

C, «v+fr*&/%r. 
Replaoing the partial differentials by finite differences, 

C| » Vf 

Similarly, for a point of maximum or minimum speed. 

CM 

Prooeadlnr an b«frtr-# 

(3) 

(4) 

(6) 

All further disoossion will refer to equation (4) sinoe equa-cion (.5' 
has not yet been tried out in praotioe* 

Applieation of the mixed kin*matio-dynamical equation (4) involves 
evaluation of the oror -cortour flow, and this has always been ro-h.ri.c 



a« impossible in the pa,st. It has been asserted that the observational errors 
ere sufficiently great end that the steiion density snywhcr* Is sufficiently 
low that it is always possible to fit the contour direction to the wind*. This 
it usually true, especially in the lower troposphere. Even at 700 mb, however, 
there are eases on record IK artiayolo»io situations when it is impossible; to 
•raw the oontours parallel to the winds and when the analysis shows a strong 
flow toward higher contours. 

Ihile good observational evidence as yet is scanty, there is every indica- 
tion that the gradients of wind speed along the streamlines can be very strong 
in the high troposphere near the jet stream axes (8). Oliver (6) has published 
time sections of observed winds aloft that give variation* of over iOu knots/6 
hours. If we can. interpret these variations ac indicative of changes of wind 
speed along a streamline rather than as lateral shifts of a whole pattern, it 
follows readily that the angles of cross-contour flow must be large* Farther, 
we call attention to the paper of Heiburger et al (5) who did not find a satis- 
factory correlation between geostrophie or gradient and observed wind, and to 
that of Houghton and Austin {*)  who emphatically pointed to the great magnitude 
of the observable accelerations aloft. J. Bjerknes (l) also bases some of his 
most reoent deductions on deepening on observable departures from geostrophie 
or gradient wind in the high troposphere* 

It is certainly legitimate to adopt the experimental standpoint that on 
many days the upper wind observations at 300 mb over the United States are 
suffieient to permit the drawing of separate streamline and contour fields* 
Two things then should show upt 

(1) The streamlines usually should point to the left of the oontours 
where the wind speed increases downstream. They should point to the right of 
the oontours where the wind speed decreases downstream. 

(2) Appreciable angles between contours and streamlines should be 
observed* 

In the course of experimentation with the SOO-mb charts of Ootober to 
December, 1951, the first condition was always met on days when the number 
of winds was suffieient for the construction of streamlines* Ever; with 
perfect data, this need not have been observed of necessity* SjuatS.on (4) 
is not a oomplete one and some terms oould be added, for instance a vertiaal 
motion term* The latter, of course, is sero at the surfaee of strongest 
wind which does not coincide in general with the SOO-mb level* But the sign of 

S'TTW turned out to be quite consistent. The term always aeted in a retarding 

sense, i.e., the iaotaoh patterns propagated slower than the wind* In future 
experiments it may be profitable to write equation (4) for an iscntroplo 
surface. 

The second condition was investigated statistically by noting the angle 
between oontours and streamlines (in degrees) in a sample of 257 eases, all 
evaluated within jet stream sones at points where an actual upper wind 
observation was available* This statistic kept track of the sign in addition 
to the magnitude of the angle of deflection* The sign of deflection was not 
systematic, as should be expected and the result, shown in figure 1, is 
presented without respect to sign. It is seen that the winds were parallel 
to the oontours only in 25%.  or if all angle* of 10° are reckoned as an error. 



in 50%  of the sample. One quarter of all cases had angles greater thac 20°. 
We see that figure 1 furnishes good indications of the existence of large 
accelerations aloft. 

Evaluation of aquation (4)>  Of the two quantities that determine the speeL 
of propagation, v is immediately giveii sinae its scalar magnitude equals frit 
of the isotaoh to be moved. The amount of g ^& depends oa the interval &S 

over whioh the term is measureds A priori there is no guide to evaluate the 
term, axoept that &<S evidently should not extend beyond points of riarimun and 
minimum wind. Therefore it is most suitable to ohcose an engineering apjsr-iaah,* 
If we take a series of past maps, we can determine oi by comparing successive 

charts* We can then treat g ££  as the dependent variable and find that 

interval 2lS over whioh g ^^ should be measured to give the best fit in 
equation (4). 

Pear choices of AX were tried cut following this approach, illustrated 
in figure 2. Relative to point P, to be moved, we ohoae 

(1) upstream from F to the intersection of the streamline with the 
isovaoh i0, and the same distance downstream from P? 

(2) downstream from F to the intersection cf the streamline with the 
next isotaoh i£, and the same distance upstream from Pj 

(3) as 140 miles (2° latitude) upstream from F and the same distance 
downs treasBi 

(4) upstream from P to the point where the streamline becomes parallel 
to the oontours, and the sase distance downstream from P. 

Figure 3 shows the result of the compulations for the sample of 100 cases 
tested* Evidently the fourth method gives the best results by far and it was 
used in all prognoses made. Due to limited time, we did not try other possi' 
bilitiea. There is no oogent reason why new trials oould not develop a 
routine that would provide still better fit. 

A variation of the fourth method must bo applied when the interval 
upstream from P becomes eo great that measurement of the same interval down- 
stream from F takes the endpoint beyond the wind maximum. In that ease the 

sign of £*^ ohanges inside ^£ and this is clearly not permissible. In 

thin oase we go downstream to the maximum from P and then the same distance 
upstream. 

Figure 4 ie « noinograjn that gives a graphical solution of the second 
term of equation (4). 

Prognostic procedurei The ohart material requisite for the prediction 
consists in 

(a) Streaalins-isotaoh analyses at 300 mb or other chosen .surface 
/"for techniques to prepare the isotaoh analysis, see (8)_7 

(b) Contour analyses with 200-foot spacing, drawn independent/;- *<«» 
the same surface* 
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Progzorfis of the oontour field with the method of P. Dcfant (2) i« th«» 
first step of the routine* The prognostic contours mast serve a* prognostic 
streamlines. This la a drawback, niiioe orrore Are unsvoi ably i&trodaoed in 
moving the ieotaohs. Ac yet, however, we do not know a method for prcdiotlon 
of the field of wind direotion from wind ce.tr. clone. 

The question cay be raised here if it would not suffice to compute the 
wind speeds from the prognostic contours* We he-re tried this end in general 
obtained ouoh better results with the technique here described* 

Initial oontour and streamline fields are next superimposed sad oneckad 
for oop«istenoy of the crossings between streamline* and ooatours as dasoribad 
earlier* Then we oompute ei for as many points P aa possible, and in the future 
calculations of oB should be added* We also cote the areas where streamlines 
are parallel to the oontours over large distances* 
change should tab plaoe* 

There, of oourse, little 

As a third and final step, we move all points P for whloh o^ has been 
oaloulated and draw the prognostio isotaoh patters* The following points 
should be noted. 

(l) Tha ieotaoha are nearly always progressive. They propagate more 
aloaly than the wind* During the tests, a few stationary oas«s occurred 
but none that were rttrogredw* 

(2) The method allows for changes of shape of the pattorns* 
among these are elongation (Fig* 12) and contraction (Fig* 5). 

Frequent 

(5)    The method allows for the juncture of suocessiTa maxima,  disoussed 
at the end of the paper, and for the dlsappearanee of ieotaohs*    If the rear 
end of a olosed ieotaoh mores more rapidly than the front end,  the area 
enclosed by the isotaoh must diminish with time and the whole isotaon dis- 
appears when the rear end oatohea up with the  leading edge* 

(4)    The method ia not capable of predicting the formation of new 
isotache which muat be done by qualitative s&thoda  in conjunction with tha 
surface map  (8)*    Frequently we note that the rear end of a high-apeed 
isotaoh au-ih aa  150 knots mores slower than the front end leaving a broad 
flat area inside with strong gradients outside*    In such oases it is quite 
safe to draw a 175-knot isotaon,  sometimes even a 200-knot Isotaoh insids. 

(5) The prognosis for the western border areas of the "Jnited States  is 
hampered by lack of data over tha Paeifio Ocean.    When the winds aloft ha- 
ft strong meridional component,  shortage of data outside the United States 
will affeot the pradietion in any border area. 

(6) ?99»times a wind m*rlmum was predicted to ba stationary but the 
contour prognosis gava an eastward shift of trough* and ridges* The wind 
pattern than had to be moved eastward with the spaed of the wave pattern. 

(7) Some subjectivity remains in the method and a foreoaator will 
need a certain amount of experience in the drawing of the fiual wind field* 
It should not be forgotten that the speed o*_ is «pplied to 24-hour Intervals 
and that accelerations of o«   are not computed* 

**£*" 
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Bmmples of computation of ott Figures 5a-c show streamlines, isotaohs 
and contours at 300 mb for a part of the United States on November 2, 1951, 
0300Z»  In praetiois these ©harts should be superimposed on a light table for 
computation. Here we hare repeated the pertinent parts of the streamline 
analysis on figures 6b-o for illustration purposes* 

We wish to compute c\  at points * to S. Taking at first point A on the 
125 knot isotaoh, we find that point upstream along the streamline pas3isg 
through Jl where the oontours and streamlines become parallel (Fig* 6c). We 
note that this point coincides with the point of highest wind speed along the 
streamline (Pig* 6b)* Going the same distance downstream from A we observe 
that we have not passed beyond the weak minimum downstream (Fig. 6b)• Thus 
AS as marked by the portion of the streamline drawn heavy should prove satis- 
factory* 

We f j.nd that v at the upstream end of A4> is 175 knots and about 65 knots 
at the downstream end (Fig. 6b; „  Thus AV "-90 knots. Over the same distance 
blx.   m  +350 foot (Fig* 6o). Entering figure 4 we find g ffo   " -47 knots, in 
round numbers -50 knots* Finaliy, o^ • 126 knots - 50 knots • 75 knots* 

Proceeding in the same way at point Bt we findAV • -80 knots AK • +200 
feet© The retarding term is only -30 knots and the speed of the isotach 
95 knotj. 

At point C, AV - -50 knots. &h - *150 feet. The retarding term again 
is 35 knots and the speed of the isotach 95 knots. 

These results show that the southern end of the 125 knot isotach will 
move faster than the norther" end, so that the shape of the pattern will change. 
The computed speeds are high, much higher than observed in many oases.  In 
order to hold the propagation of the pattern to around 35 knots, a frequently 
observed value, the retarding term would have to smount to 90 knots, requiring 
Ak ^** tOO to 700 feet in view of the gradient of v present* This in turn 
weald mean a much stronger angular departure of the streamlins from the oontour 
direction. Rapid isotach displacements do ooour at times, of course* In the 
present st:e, the araa of high wind elongated to somewhere in the middle of 
the Atlantic O^e&n on the next day. 

Along the northernmost streamline, we also compute the speed of the 
100 .'.not isotaeh at point; D and that of the 150 knot isotaoh. at point E* At 
D3  AV - -100 knots. *4k • +400 feet. Thus o±  • 100 knot*.- 45 knots - 55 
knots-* At S„ ^V • -80 knots, /iK - +300 feet. Thus <K * 150 knots - 
45 knots • 105 knots* 

This computation tells us that the nign--speed isotaohs are eatohing up 
with the low speed isotaohs, so that within a few hours a line of high-level 
wind discontinuity should be moving through the eastern United States* As 
yet it is a matter of hypothesis whether suoh discontinuities actually exist 
aloft* A much closer network of observations than, now existent is required 
to Investigate this hypothesis* We have some further oomments on this 
subject at the end of the paper* 

Verification! Figures 7« 9 show initial pattern, prognosis and verifi- 
cation for December 11-12, 1S51* The result was about average. Experimental 
daily prognoses were made for about one month* 
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w From the prognostic oharta the prescribed wind direotion and speed was 
road for up to 26 rawinaonde stations scattered through tha Unltad 8tataa aaat 
of 110°W, These were Tar if lad against obsarrad wind ae given by raein or 
30,0O0~foot pibal. When tfaa verifying wind was missing, it was interpolate'* 
1'rom tha analysis.  In oases when an isotaoh oanter intensified, all station* 
affected ware disoarded sinoe tha method doaa not predict the formation of tew 
isotaohs* 

Tha wind direotion was verified to tha nearest 10° and wind speed to the 
nearest 6 knots* Figures 10 and 11 show tha result, again without raapeot to 
sign, sinoe the errors were not systematic in that respect. Wind direotion 
verified within 20° in 75% and wind speed verified within *0%  in esjf of the 
257 eases* The sample includes all the initial prognoses when the writers were 
Just setting up the computations and as yet were without any experience* A new 
sample should show considerable improTement of skill. 

It should be expected that tie verification of wind speed will lag that of 
wind direotion in praotiee. Over the largest part of the map. she wind direotion 
in general ohangas only slowly with time, and spaoe gradients alaoare weak. 
Mind speed, in contrast, has very strong gradients, espeoially along the 
northern rim of Jet axes where speeds oan drop from 200 knots to 50 knote 
within 200 mile*. A slight error in plaoing the jet axis then oan produce a 
severe error in the prognosis of wind speod. The poor forecasts recorded in 
figure 11 were of this kinds thry do not indicate that the prediction of the 
whole icotaoh configuration failed. 

Change of shape of jet centersi In the course of the prognostic work it 
beoama apparent that the oenters of maximum speed along the jet axes had a 
definite life history that repeated with auffioient regularity to warrant 
setting it down in model form* Figure 12 illustrates this preliminary model. 

We begin with a symmetrical distribution of lsotaohs along the jet axis 
(Fig* 12a). Subsequently we observe that in general the lsotaohs downstream 
from the maximum move faster than those to the rear* Herewith the area 
enclosed by the iOO-knot isotaoh in figures 12b-o increases and tha slow area 
along the axis between the IOO-knot isotaohs deoreases. In addition, th« 
high -peed isotaohs wove faster than the slower ones. With time, they become 
crowded in a narrow leading edge (Fig . 12c). Then a . apid adjustment of the 
wind field takes place. The alow area ahead of the maximum is eiped out as 
the 100-knct isotaoh. perhaps even the 160-kuot isotaoh, opens up tc merge 
with the isotashs of the maximum farther downstream. 

8 

It is easy to postulate a stage, intermediate between figures 12c and 
It  wnen an actual wind discontinuity forms the leading edge. Special obser- 
ve- _ons are requisite to investigate this hypothesis, sinoe the routine 
ohaAT—«tiona are too widely spaoed and too infrequent for this purpose.  If 
true, however., it beoomes rational tc study the jet stream dynamloa witn the 
"hydraulio jump" model, first introduced in meteorology by Freeman (3)* 

The reader will note that figure 12d ia iii-&*n in such a -r&j   \<.  t. ^••••-ait 
a aubsequent return to figure 12a* Suoh io not always the c-ise. Speak!.;,. 
broadly, we oan say that a jet stream as a whole has a definite life hietory 
that consists of a period of organisation and a period of decay.  "Igjreo 
12a-o are models of the Jet stream w'ian fully organised. Eventually, after 
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asveral day* or perhaps even a week and ©ore, figure 12e is replaced by 
figure 12a rather than 12d. All maxima along the ourrent combine and wind 
speed along it becomes uniform. Thia stage presages breakdown of the ourrent 
into numerous jet "fingers," and dia integration. At this time it is not 
possible to enlarge on this subject, except by way of hypothesis. Future 
studies should develop a more rigorous description of the life oyele of jet 
streams and the laws that gorern it« 

Conclusioni This report should b© looked upon as an initial experiment 
in quantitative foreeaating of the upper winds at the jet stream level. The 
results indicate that the method has definite promisee As we have pointed out 
throughout the paper, improvement should be possible in many ways as experience 
aooumulates. One of the drawbacks is the faot that high-level winds are still 
scarce on many days even over the United States. We note, however, the large 
increase in observations aloft In reoent years. If this trend continues, perhaps 
at an accelerated paee, then the computations outlined should provide a quiek 
and fairly reliable method. Since no equipment is requisite that is out of the 
ordinary, prognoses can be made readily by mobile field units. 
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Figure 1. Accumulative percent frequency of departuro of 
observed wind direction (without respect to sign) from 
the direction of the SOO-mb contours (tens of degrees) 
in jet stream zones for a sample of 267 oases taken 
from the period October to December* 1951* 
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Figure 2, Illustrating determination of length interval 
£i a  over which second term of equation (4) is to be 
measured. 



Figure 3 

Percent dsp&rt'jure of ooaiputaft from observed rsbardiag tarn 
in equation  (4)* in percent of tha  sample of 100 oaa*a tested* 
The linos correspond to tha four chores nf £j$   dasoribad 
in tha texts    ohoioa 1, dottedi  ahoioe  2, dashed; ohoina 2, 
dash-dotted*  ohoioa 4» solid. 

Figure 4 

Komogrem for computation of retarding tana in equation for 
propagation of isctaohe.    On an intersection of a AV 
*n.i AH   lin8 raad tha amount of retardation in knots 
given.by tha sloping line* 
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jrigare 2 

Model showing contraction of area enoloaed by an 
isotaeh la rsgloc of o^aTerging *t;reamXine«# 

Figure Sa 

Streamlines at SOO mb, Nov.  £» 
1961, O400Z.    ftLrertiaa of 
observed winds show* by 
feathered arrows. 

Figure 3b 

Isctaana  (knots) at 300 mb, 
Nov.  2, 1951, 0400Z.    Text give? 
sample  3amputation of the dia- 
piaaement of the isoteeh* at 
points A to B.    Stream!inss parsing 
through these points repeated from 
figure fa, extended over appropriate 
length interval u*ing figure 6». 

Figure fl* 

300-mb contourfl in 200-foot in- 
tervale  (100*M ft, firet number 
omitted), NOT.  2, 1961, C400Z. 
The streamlines passing through 
points A, 22-aad C are again vhowx. 
extended orer th» proper" I'C.^gtW. 
interval to ob+aiii AH« 
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FJgur* ? 

Streemlines (solid) and isotasv* (knots* dashed) at 800 abe 
Deoeober 11, 1951, Q30GZ. Heavy lines mark axes cf highest 
wind spsed. "S" denotes slow area-* 

Figure 8 

8treamline end inotaoh prognosis at 300 mb for Deaemoer 12, 
1951. 0300Z. 
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Flgur* 8 

Streamlines and isotaohs at 300 mb, December 12, 1961* OSOCZt 

! 
Figure  10 

A.o cumulative percent  frequency of 
dep rture of observed wind dlreoti<n 
(witiout respeot to sign) from pre- 
dicted wind direotion at  S00 nb 
(tens of degree?) tor Ztv.   oesei>* 

rigure   11 

JkGcunuI&ti*« perqent frequency of ii- 
parture of observed wind speed at 500 ab 
froBi eomputed wind speed  (in % of 
observed wlod speed) for 267 oases* 
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